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1  | INTRODUCTION
Geometric	 morphometrics	 has	 become	 the	 method	 of	 choice	 for	
quantitative	 morphological	 studies	 because	 it	 combines	 statistical	
rigor	 and	 ease	of	visualization	 and	 allows	 for	 a	 separation	of	 shape	
and	 size	 (Adams,	 Rohlf,	 &	 Slice,	 2004,	 2013;	 Zelditch,	 Swiderski,	 &	







specialized	 (Copes,	 Lucas,	Thostenson,	Hoekstra,	&	Boyer,	 2016)	 or	
generic	(e.g.,	Dryad,	http://datadryad.org/)	public	repositories.	Indeed,	
a	search	for	“geometric	morphometrics”	in	Dryad	reveals	a	clear	trend	












erators	are	combined.	This,	 in	 turn,	creates	 the	risk	 that	variation	 in	
the	way	data	have	been	acquired	distorts	 subsequent	 analyses	 (i.e.,	
can	 potentially	 increase	measurement	 error).	Although	 no	 empirical	








when	biological	signal	 is	 relatively	weak.	For	 instance,	measurement	
error	might	be	more	serious	in	intraspecific,	as	opposed	to	interspe-
cific	data.	Another	 issue	 is	 that	nonrandom	measurement	error	 (i.e.,	
bias)	 has	 the	 potential	 to	 affect	 the	 computation	 of	means,	 so	 that	
differences	 induced	by	error	are	 incorporated	in	the	analysis	as	true	
differences	 between	 groups	 (Fruciano,	 2016).	 Here,	 we	 investigate	
the	magnitude	of	random	measurement	error	introduced	by	combin-
ing	3D	geometric	morphometric	data	obtained	with	multiple	devices	















2  | MATERIALS AND METHODS
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2.1 | Data acquisition and processing
We	obtained	3D	surface	reconstructions	from	skulls	(one	skull	per	spe-









a	 technique	which	allows	 surface	models	 to	be	generated	 from	pho-





the	 software	Agisoft	 Photoscan	 (Agisoft	 LLC,	 St.	 Petersburg,	 Russia).	
Further	details	on	devices,	settings,	and	postprocessing	can	be	found	
in	the	Appendix	S1.	In	general,	as	these	are	very	different	devices	and	














generalized	Procrustes	analyses	 (Rohlf	&	Slice,	1990)	 in	 the	R	pack-




this	 combined	 focal	 subset	 a	 single	 generalized	Procrustes	 analysis.	
This	analysis	removes	variation	in	translation,	rotation,	and	scale	in	a	
set	of	landmark	configurations.	Using	generalized	Procrustes	analysis	









erator	where	 each	 operator	 ranked	 landmarks	 in	 order	 of	 perceived	









between-	group	 principal	 components	 (species	 used	 as	 group)	 were	
used	 as	 an	 exploratory	 tool	 to	visualize	 grouping	 of	 observations	 by	
species	(as	we	used	only	one	skull	per	species,	all	variation	within	spe-
cies	 is	due	 to	operator	 and	device).	Between-	group	PCA	 (Boulesteix,	
2005)	 is	an	ordination	technique	 increasingly	used	 in	geometric	mor-















operators	 relative	 to	biological	variation	among	 individuals	 (species)	
and	directional	 and	 fluctuating	 asymmetry.	We	also	used	 the	mean	











ment	 (e.g.,	 use	of	different	device	or	operator)	 induces	a	 change	 in	
mean.	We	 investigated	 this	question	with	a	series	of	pairwise	com-
parisons	among	surfaces	digitized	by	 the	same	operator	 (to	 test	 for	
bias	due	to	device)	and	surfaces	from	the	same	device	but	digitized	
by	 the	 two	operators	 (to	 test	 for	 bias	 due	 to	operator	 digitization).	
We	 repeated	 this	 analysis	 using	 the	 dataset	with	 all	 the	 landmarks	
and	the	dataset	with	a	reduced	number	of	landmarks.	To	test	the	null	




2.4 | Use of automated methods of surface analysis
Recently,	 various	 methods	 that	 hold	 promise	 for	 decreasing	 the	
time	necessary	 in	 acquiring	data	have	been	proposed.	 In	particular,	

















2.5 | Measurement error and phylogenetic signal
As	a	statistic	to	quantify	and	test	for	phylogenetic	signal	we	use	Adams’	
KMULT	 (Adams,	2014),	a	 recently	proposed	measure	of	phylogenetic	




to	match	 our	morphometric	 data	 as	 appropriate)	 and	 a	 set	 of	 four	
node	 calibrations	 using	 a	 relaxed	molecular	 clock	 (Drummond,	 Ho,	
Phillips,	&	Rambaut,	2006)	in	BEAST	1.8.3	(Drummond,	Suchard,	Xie,	











phylogeny	 from	 the	 posterior	 distribution	 (Figure	2,	 Fig.	 S3).	 This	
is	 the	 typical	 approach	 used	 in	 phylogenetic	 comparative	 studies.	
Specifically,	we	computed	KMULT	for	each	unique	combination	of	de-
vice	 and	 operator	 (three	 devices,	 two	 operators,	 for	 a	 total	 of	 six	
unique	combinations)	and	then	computed	the	coefficient	of	variation	
across	the	six	KMULT	estimates.	This	analysis	was	performed	on	both	






from	 interspecific	 to	 intraspecific	 samples	 or	moving	 to	 shallower	
phylogenetic	scales),	measurement	error	will	have	stronger	effect	on	
inference	 (as	 the	 “signal-	to-	noise	 ratio”	decreases).	 If	 this	 assump-

































of	 taxa	 and	 computing	 on	 these	 taxa	 phylogenetic	 diversity	 (ex-
pressed	as	total	branch	lengths)	with	the	package	caper	(Orme	et	al.,	

















ative	 to	variation	 in	KMULT	due	to	measurement	error	 (i.e.,	variation	
among	 devices	 and	 operators),	 we	 performed	 a	 resampling-	based	
version	of	analysis	of	variance	(see	Appendix	S1	for	details).
3  | RESULTS
Scatterplots	of	 the	 scores	 along	 the	 first	 two	principal	 components	
on	the	full	dataset	(Fig.	S4)	show	an	apparent	pattern	of	association	
between	 repeated	measures	of	 the	 same	 specimen	and	 the	 second	
principal	component.	This	pattern	disappears	in	the	dataset	reduced	
to	 easily	 recognizable	 landmarks,	where	 repeated	measurements	of	






3.1 | Levels of measurement error in landmark data
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more	 variation	 (Table	1).	 This	 suggests	 that	 analyses	 of	 asymmetry	
could	be	unreliable.

















hand,	all	 the	comparisons	using	a	 reduced	set	of	 landmarks	are	sig-
nificant,	except	the	ones	comparing	photogrammetry	and	NextEngine	
surfaces	(for	both	operators;	Table	2).
3.3 | Error and bias in automatically generated 
morphometric data





Effect SS %Var MS df F p Repeatability
Full	dataset,	all	landmarks
Individual	(species) 0.965853 83.19789 0.000954 1012 65.87 <.0001 0.832
Side 0.000724 0.062351 1.81E-	05 40 1.25 .1415
Individual	×	Side 0.012751 1.098381 1.45E-	05 880 0.91 .9638
Device 0.063118 5.436964 1.6E-	05 3956 0.8 1
Operator 0.118464 10.20441 2E-	05 5934
Full	dataset,	reduced	landmarks
Individual	(species) 0.910388 94.37447 0.001182 770 66.54 <.0001 0.961
Side 0.000742 0.076948 2.47E-	05 30 1.39 .0812
Individual	×	Side 0.011728 1.215769 1.78E-	05 660 2.66 <.0001
Device 0.01996 2.069179 6.68E-	06 2990 1.37 <.0001








Between devices digitized by the same operator Between operators, same device
Solutionix NextEngine Photogrammetry Solutionix NextEngine Photogrammetry
All	landmarks
Solutionix – 0.11 0.32 0.25 0.12 0.09
NextEngine 0.52 – 0.04
Photogrammetry 0.19 0.17 –
Reduced	set	of	landmarks
Solutionix – <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
NextEngine <0.001 – 0.17
Photogrammetry <0.001 0.14 –
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the	 full	 set	 of	 principal	 coordinates	 reveals	 substantial	 variation	
due	 to	 device,	 accounting	 for	 about	 28%	 of	 total	 variance,	with	
a	 repeatability	 (as	 equivalent	of	 the	 intraclass	 correlation	 coeffi-












3.4 | Measurement error and phylogenetic signal
We	 computed	 KMULT	 based	 on	 a	 single	 reference	 tree	 for	 various	
datasets	(Table	S3)	to	test	the	expectation	of	higher	variation	in	re-
sults	at	a	shallower	phylogenetic	scale.	Our	results	suggest	that	this	
expectation	 is	 not	 always	met.	 Rather,	 the	 coefficient	 of	 variation	








ysis	 to	 random	subsets	of	 taxa	 fails	 to	 reveal	 any	clear	association	
between	the	variation	in	KMULT	across	operator/device	combinations	
(expressed	 as	 coefficient	 of	 variation	 in	 KMULT)	 and	 phylogenetic	
	diversity	(Figure	4).
Analyzing	 the	 values	 of	 KMULT	 obtained	 using	 the	 full	 posterior	
distribution	of	 trees	 to	 incorporate	phylogenetic	uncertainty	 further	






operator	 combinations	 for	 the	genus	Macropus	when	using	all	 land-






the	 computations	of	KMULT	based	on	a	 single	 “best”	 tree	 (Table	S3).	




logenetic	 uncertainty	 and	 measurement	 error	 to	 variation	 in	 KMULT 
estimates.	Our	results	 (Table	S5)	quantitatively	confirm	the	observa-
tions	 on	 distributions	 of	 KMULT.	 In	 fact,	 excluding	 the	most	 difficult	
landmarks	generally	 results	 in	 a	 sharp	 increase	of	 the	proportion	of	
variance	accounted	for	by	the	term	“Tree”	(which	we	interpret	as	vari-
ation	 in	KMULT	 due	 to	 phylogenetic	 uncertainty)	 relative	 to	 the	 pro-




df SS MS Rsq F Z p Repeatability
Procrustes	ANOVA,	full	set	of	nonzero	principal	coordinates
Species 23 11394.1 495.4 0.72365 5.1235 2.1345 .001 0.58
Residuals 45 4351.1 96.69
Total 68 15745.3
Procrustes	ANOVA,	first	five	principal	coordinates
Species 23 7061.6 307.024 0.96809 59.364 2.8411 .001 0.95




Solutionix – <0.001 <0.001
NextEngine 0.02 – 0.006
Photogrammetry <0.001 0.172 –
df,	degrees	of	freedom;	SS,	sum	of	squares;	MS,	mean	squares;	Rsq,	r	squared;	p,	p-	value;	in	the	pairwise	test	for	bias,	above	the	diagonal	test	based	on	the	
full	set	of	nonzero	principal	coordinates	and	below	the	diagonal	test	based	on	the	first	five	principal	coordinates.






different	 devices	 or	 operators.	We	have	 explored	 three	main	 areas:	
(1)	the	existence	and	the	extent	of	both	random	measurement	error	
and	bias	in	landmark-	based	geometric	morphometrics,	(2)	the	extent	
of	measurement	 error	 and	 bias	 in	 automatically	 generated	 geomet-
ric	 morphometric	 data,	 and	 (3)	 the	 sensitivity	 of	 a	 commonly	 used	
measure	 of	 phylogenetic	 signal	 to	 realistic	 levels	 of	 measurement	
error.	A	descriptive	summary	of	the	results	can	be	found	in	Table	4.
4.1 | Levels of measurement error in landmark data
Our	 results	 highlight	 the	 importance	 of	 landmark	 choice.	 Excluding	
from	the	analyses	a	few	landmarks	that	the	operators	found	harder	to	
digitize	generally	resulted	in	an	impressive	reduction	of	measurement	













































































Operator 1 — NextEngine
Operator 1 — Photogrammetry
Operator 1 — Solutionix
Operator 2 — NextEngine
Operator 2 — Photogrammetry
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reported	the	opposite	pattern	 (higher	proportion	of	variance	due	to	
device	than	due	to	digitization).	Clearly,	in	the	more	common	case	of	













4.2 | Bias in landmark data
We	show	that	bias	can	be	pervasive	and	that	significant	bias	is	often	
detected	when	appropriate	 statistical	 procedures	 are	used	 for	 test-
ing.	 This	 reinforces	 the	 suggestion	 (Fruciano,	 2016)	 that	 the	 pres-
ence	of	bias	in	geometric	morphometric	datasets	has	previously	gone	
unnoticed	either	because	of	 lack	of	 testing	or	due	 to	 inappropriate	
statistical	 procedures	 (i.e.,	 using	 permutation	 schemes	 designed	 for	
independent	observations,	as	opposed	to	permuting	within	subjects	
as	we	did).	Furthermore,	in	most	cases,	bias	only	becomes	significant	
when	 removing	 the	 landmarks	 that	 are	more	difficult	 to	 digitize.	 In	
other	words,	when	a	large	amount	of	probably	random	variation	due	
to	certain	 landmarks	 is	removed,	subtler	differences	due	to	nonran-
dom	 variation	 between	 operators	 and	 devices	 become	 apparent.	








4.3 | Error and bias in automatically generated 
morphometric data
Our	analyses	of	automatically	generated	morphometric	data	obtained	
with	 GPSA	 (Pomidor	 et	al.,	 2016)	 provided	 some	 surprising	 results.	
A	reasonable	assumption	is	that	automated	methods	perform	worse	







did	 not	 observe	 an	 improvement	 in	 repeatability	 (first	 five	 principal	
components	 of	 the	 full	 configuration:	 repeatability	 0.79;	 first	 four	
components	 of	 the	 reduced	 configuration:	 repeatability	 0.95;	 see	
Table	1	for	the	repeatabilities	obtained	without	dimensionality	reduc-






ability	 of	 the	GPSA	method	when	 followed	by	 dimension	 reduction	
most	likely	comes	at	the	cost	of	substantial	loss	of	information	on	fine	
details	 of	 surfaces.	However,	 this	might	 be	 acceptable	 in	 situations	
where	 larger-	scale	 shape	variation	 is	of	 interest.	 It	 is	 also	 important	
to	note	that	the	consequences	and	effectiveness	of	dimension	reduc-












4.4 | Measurement error and phylogenetic signal
As	 a	 further	 aim,	 we	 set	 out	 to	 understand	 how	 variation	 due	 to	
measurement	error	affects	the	results	of	downstream	statistical	anal-





















in	 biological	 features	 unpredictably.	The	 same	 analysis	 showed	 that	
































ing	 for	 and	 reporting	 error.	 Discussing	 this	 at	 length	 is	 beyond	 the	




error	 has	 precise	 directions	 in	 shape	 space	which	 can	 be	 modeled	
(even	based	on	a	subset	of	specimens	during	a	preliminary	study),	 it	
can	often	be	removed	from	the	data.	This	strategy—which	is	accom-




in	 pictures	 of	 human	 faces	 (Gharaibeh,	 2005)	 and	 body	 arching	 in	
fish	 (Franchini	et	al.,	2014;	Fruciano,	Tigano,	&	Ferrito,	2011,	2012;	
Fruciano,	 Franchini,	 Kovacova,	 et	al.,	 2016;	 Ingram,	 2015;	 Valentin	
et	al.,	2008),	as	well	as	variation	due	to	sexual	dimorphism	(Fruciano	
et	al.,	 2014).	 Similar	 procedures	 could	 also	 be	 used	 to	 estimate	 the	







posterior	distribution	of	 trees	obtained	 in	phylogenetic	 inference	 to	
obtain	estimates	of	variation	of	this	statistic	due	to	phylogenetic	un-
certainty.	We	also	provide	the	R	code	for	this	 in	the	Supplementary	















of	measurement	error	and	 its	potential	 impact	on	their	 inference.	 In	
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